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ABSTRACT
This article sets out to discuss the material culture of traditional physical education from an ethnobiological point of view. The focus is on the use of reed, Phragmites australis Trin. ex Steud., club-rush, Schoenoplectus lacustris L., inflated skins and animal bladders when making buoyancy devices used by children and adolescents for learning to swim. As these teaching methods occurred from thousands of years ago up to very recently, it is argued that child-related practices connected with the bio-cultural domain and arising out of human-biota interaction have noticeably transcended time and societal changes.
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Introduction
Water has always been an element that human beings have striven to master, either by floating on it or by swimming through it. Regarding the latter, several incentives may present themselves that spur a desire to learn the art of swimming. Whereas some might consider it as a form of life insurance, others swim just for fun or perhaps even for competitive reasons. Swimming has thereby, throughout history, come to exist within different fields, such as play, sport and physical education.

Among ethnologists, sociologists and sports historians, it is common to make a distinction between the traditional games of pre-modern agrarian societies, and those of modern sports of industrialized society. Although this necessarily oversimplifies a complex history somewhat, the latter have been defined as competitive institutionalized physical activities, characterized by elements such as rationalization, standardization and a constant quest for development in which performances are to be improved and records broken. The former, on the other hand, emphasizes recreation, festivity, and communal sociality and interaction. Moreover, traditional games, or folk games, vary from place to place in their equipment and rules. Additionally, the outcome of the competition is frequently secondary to the joy and amusement arising from participation.

When it comes to physical education, there is no clear distinction between past and present learning practices, as is the case with traditional games and modern sports. It is
nonetheless indisputable that, throughout history, there have always been methods for teaching children sports and physical skills.\textsuperscript{2} The concept of ‘physical education’ is often associated with formal learning practices in schools, at universities and other institutions.\textsuperscript{3} However, in this brief article, one that deliberately chooses an ethnological point of view, the intention is to go beyond the practices that are stipulated in curricula. We will rather discuss traditional methods of physical education, i.e. informal practices that are based on old knowledge and customs with roots in pre-modern society. A special focus here is directed towards the use of implements made from local biological resources within these practices. Hence, it is particularly relevant to discuss how the material culture of traditional physical education can be understood as the outcome of a biocultural domain that arises in the relationship between human beings and their surrounding biota.\textsuperscript{4}

However, it should be noted that the concept of ‘traditional’ is a vague term to use within human science research. In the study of human life and especially in activity contexts within the surrounding biota,\textsuperscript{5} many researchers now prefer to speak of ‘local knowledge’ rather than ‘traditional knowledge’.\textsuperscript{6} Many so-called ‘folk traditions’ may turn out to be neither very old nor traditional at all. To give just one example, it is well known that contemporary Swedish Christmas customs (including the Christmas tree, \textit{Jultomten} i.e. the Swedish version of Santa Claus, typical food for Christmas Eve, etc.) are largely the result of international, commercial influences promoted during the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.\textsuperscript{7} Consequently, one has to be careful when talking about traditions or traditional knowledge.\textsuperscript{8} Nevertheless, while bearing this caveat in mind, we do sometimes encounter customs and habits that have their roots back in antiquity. One instance worth mentioning is the capture of wall lizards (\textit{Podarcis muralis}, \textit{P. sicula}) by Italian children with the help of a grass snare. This is an ancient technique, reproduced, for example, on the statue known as Apollo Sauroctonus, from the fourth century B.C., created by the Greek sculptor Praxiteles (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{9} Another example is the custom addressed in this article, namely the making of floats used by those learning to swim. Such floats have been made of various materials, whereof the common club-rush, \textit{Schoenoplectus lacustris}, Eurasian reed \textit{Phragmites australis}\textsuperscript{10}, and pig’s bladders\textsuperscript{11} provide a few examples.

The common club-rush and Eurasian reed are common helophytes that grow in lakes and rivers in most parts of Sweden, although they are rarer in the north.\textsuperscript{12} Both species have been widely used for animal fodder, various kinds of handicrafts, and for thatching roofs respectively, in their various areas of distribution.\textsuperscript{13}

The data found in Swedish folklore archives and in scattered notes in older literature constitute invaluable sources when it comes to mapping and understanding the diversity of pre-industrial peasants’ relationship to the biota and their ecology in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.\textsuperscript{14} We have assembled data from various published and unpublished sources about floatation devices made of animal bladders and bundles of reed and rush.
Swimming equipment

In the classic handbook for swimming De arte natandi, written by academic theologian Everard Digby (c.1550–c.1605), we read, ‘Lesson 2 is learning to swim. This should preferably be done with someone supporting you under the chin, or by using water wings made of two inflated pigs’ bladders.\(^\text{15}\)

The use of inflated animal skins and bladders as floats is a very ancient method in the history of swimming, especially within military contexts. The oldest example can be seen on a bas-relief from Nimrud, Mesopotamia (now in the British Museum). It shows ancient Assyrians using skins, presumably of goats, as swimming floats 3000 years ago.
(Figure 2). Such bladders and inflated skins are known to have been used as swimming equipment in many parts of the world. James Hornell discusses the origin and distribution of such equipment, concluding that 'inflated skin-float has a historical record of greater antiquity.' An interesting example mentioned by Hornell is Shakespeare’s play Henry VIII, co-written with John Fletcher, and also known by the alternative title All is True, where Cardinal Wolsey laments that he had 'ventured like little wanton boys that swim on bladders,' far beyond his depth. From all over nineteenth century Sweden, swine bladders are known to have been used for the same purpose.

In Olaus Magni Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus (‘Description of the Northern Peoples’) from 1555, we find an illustration (Figure 3) showing a young man learning to swim with the help of an inflated sack of leather (Book 10, Ch. XXVII). Such leather sacks used as buoyancy devices are also known from Sweden during later centuries. Sámi in Sweden also used the inflated stomach of a reindeer as a means of floating when learning to swim.

Figure 2. Assyrian soldier swimming with the help of an inflated goat skin (British Museum).

Figure 3. Floating devices in Olaus Magni Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus (‘Description of the Northern Peoples’) from 1555.
Reed bundle floats

Another man pictured on the left-hand side of the illustration in Olaus Magnus’s book is using a reed bundle float (see Figure 3). According to Olaus Magnus, the boys use a ‘manipulum leuium arundinum fungosarum’, i.e. a float made of bundles of light, spongy reed.\(^2\)

As has been pointed out by ethnologist John Granlund, such swimming aids were already known of in Ancient Rome as *scirpa ratis*.\(^3\) However, the making of swimming floats or ‘swim-belts’ of reed or club-rush has also occurred in more recent times in Sweden. In his *Flora lapponica*, Carl Linnaeus mentions how boys in his home province of Småland used bundles of club-rush as buoyancy belts when they were taught to swim.\(^4\)

The emergence of modern swimming education in Sweden

Before the industrialization of Sweden in late nineteenth century, the ability to swim was a skill that only a few could master. It was up to the individual to learn how to float and how to move through water. In the late eighteenth century, however, the situation changed, and swimming education became a public topic of discussion in Sweden.\(^5\)

Already by 1760, the first official military swimming school in Sweden, intended for future officers, was established in Karlskrona. Alongside military forms of competition such as fencing and riding, swimming became also the first sport to be organized in Sweden. This started in 1796, the year when the Upsala Swimming Society (Upsala Simsällskap) was founded, most likely as the first of its kind in the world. After the foundation, similar organizations were established in several Swedish cities.\(^6\) Noteworthy is that the establishment of swimming societies was preceded by discussions on the societal benefits of swimming skills.\(^7\) In 1787, for example, an essay contest was organized by the Royal Patriotic Society in Sweden, whose participants were supposed to write about the best method for teaching young people to swim. Among many methods advocated by one of the competitors, Arvid Faxe, one recommended that the learner should lie prostrate on the water, either with a corkboard or with inflated ox bladders under the chest.\(^8\)

Another competitor in the essay contest, August Nordenskiöld, also supported the use of buoyancy devices, which might consist of empty bottles, ‘cork sweaters’, bladders or two bunches of rush. However, the means of flotation that Nordensköld preferred was a sawboard (*sågbräde*) with rounded edges.\(^9\) All these methods, which included such devices, were nevertheless dismissed by a third participant in the competition, George Schumacher. ‘Cork Sweaters, swine bladders under the chest etc. mean nothing’, stated Schumacher, as these methods would make children rely on the buoyancy belt and so on rather than their own strength.\(^10\)

The discussions that arose in the late eighteenth century mark a turning point in the history of swimming education in Sweden, as swimming skills began to be viewed as a concern not only for the individual but also for the whole nation. In the spirit of utilitarianism, Arvid Faxe stressed that the art of swimming was an important tool in the pursuit to provide the state with useful citizens.\(^11\) This opinion can be understood
in light of a contemporary development in Sweden in which physical culture came to have an increasing prominent significance in creating a national identity. In the early nineteenth century, the Swedish pioneer of physical education Pehr Henrik Ling founded the subsequently world famous ‘Swedish Gymnastics System’ in which the physical tension of the human body reflected virtues such as morality, discipline and self-control.\(^3\)

Swimming became a part in this expanding interest in physical culture. The ability to swim began, so to speak, to be closely aligned with the modern idea of citizenship. Following these discussions, swimming education became increasingly a social concern in Sweden during the nineteenth century, as it was conducted in schools and educational institutions. During the early decades of the century, swimming education was introduced into some secondary schools. From the 1860s onwards, even school children of the elementary schools of Stockholm and Gothenburg were, during the summer, given the opportunity to learn how to swim.\(^3\) Although it is clear that the modern Swedish state required subordinates who were able to move through water, the swimming knowledge remained low for a long time. In 1913 only 22.4 per cent of the Swedish school children could swim.\(^3\)

**Evidence in folklore archives, newspaper articles and fiction**

Although Schumacher opposed instruction methods where swimming aids were included, it is nevertheless clear that bladders, reeds and rushes continued to fill an important function in the traditional swimming education that took place outside schools or educational institutions. This is evident from several accounts in the folklore archives, in which their use is described, from southernmost Sweden all the way up to the northern part of the country. An account collected in 1935 regarding Stenestad parish in the province of Skåne briefly states that ‘swim belts’ were earlier made of bundles of club-rush. From Alsed parish in Småland, Gottfried Wagnêr recorded that the locals gathered reeds in the creek and made buoyancy belts of them. Another record from Gryteryd parish, Småland, mentions the use of reed bundles for the same purpose.\(^3\)

Ethnologist Sven Lampa, who had documented local swimming methods in the province of Västergötland, mentioned that the children in Forshem parish used a bundle of club-rush, which they put under the chest when they learned to swim.\(^3\) Club-rush is also mentioned as the usual material from the parishes of V. Tunhems parish and Alingsås in the same province. In the 1870s in Husby parish, in the province of Östergötland, they also used ‘swim belts’ made of club-rush bundles, which were placed in the folds of their arms and connected by a string in front of the chest. The same practice is recorded from Västertälje parish. In Kimstads parish in the same province, the ‘swim belts’ were made of reed. Reed was also used in Fläckebo parish, Västmanland, when making flotation devices. In the late nineteenth century almost all ten-year-old boys in the parish of Tuna, Dalarna were taught to swim using ‘swim belts’ made of reed.\(^3\)

Although buoyancy belts made of cork or a simple wooden plank were predominant in the mid-nineteenth century,\(^3\) reed or club-rush bundles were still in use here and there. Swedish author Artur Lundkvist actually mentions the use of reeds for flotation
in a novel published in 1941. A bathing place by a river is described through the eyes of a young boy as follows:

When you went there afterwards there were the remnants of water wings made of reeds and other things too that they had plaited from the same materials, perhaps with water lilies stuck into them; you got the feeling of a lingering scent (of skin, hair and soap) and could see where their bodies had lain in the grass.

In the collections of the Nordic Museum there is also a film recording from 1946, made in N. Rörum parish, Skåne, in the southernmost part of Sweden, which describes how to make a buoyancy device of club-rush. One year earlier, a tragic accident had occurred in northern Sweden when a twelve-year-old boy was pulled down by the current and drowned in the River Bure in the province of Västerbotten, while he was learning to swim with the support of a bundle of club-rush.

Even today, some people still have their own personal memories of learning to swim with the aid of this traditional method. In 2015, a local Swedish newspaper wrote in celebration of Ulla Johanson’s 105th birthday. When recollecting memories from her childhood, she particularly mentioned how she had learned to swim by floating on small rafts made of reed.

**Other countries**

The custom of using bundles of reed or club-rush as buoyancy devices is known from many parts of Europe. We have a few scattered notes from the ethnographic and ethnobotanical literature, which can be given as examples. There are, for instance, some records from Jutland, Denmark. German Renaissance botanist Hieronymus Bock writes in his herbal, *New Kreüterbuch*, about the rush *Schoenoplectus lacustris*, used when boys are learning to swim. We also have evidence from nineteenth century Germany, for instance from Mecklenburg, where the species was known as *swennbeisen* (Standard German *Schwimmbinsen* ‘swimming-rush’), as it was used for making buoyancy belts. Furthermore, its use for the same purpose is described from Switzerland and from the mountain lakes of Upper Austria and Carinthia. This use of club-rush is also reported from the Bodensee area. From the village of Urvaste, in the county of Võru in Estonia (*Figure 4*), there is an interesting description of how the children used bundles of rush or reed when they learnt to swim.

Concluding remarks

What we have described in this article is a widespread custom considered to have been, for the most part, permanently discontinued, since bladders and bundles of reed or club-rush have nowadays been replaced by manufactured plastic floatation devices. It should nevertheless be noted that the use of reed, club-rush and animal bladders in traditional swimming education was a method that lasted for a very long time. This indicates that some practices that are related to the play, games and customs of children and adolescents have been stable phenomena over long periods of time. Within these practices, we sometimes encounter fascinating survivals of old knowledge. It seems especially clear that child-related practices connected with the bio-cultural domain and arising out of human-biota interaction, have noticeably transcended time and societal change.
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